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Mission
Encouragement of young 
scientists through the Swiss 
Baltic exchange

Expenditure
Eight million Swiss francs

Grants and scholarships
• 180 science visits  
• 170 junior research fellowships  
• 28 academic scholarships

Academic exchange
• 90 experts from Switzerland 
 to the Baltic Area
• 40 experts from the Baltic 
 to Switzerland
•  250 participants in scientific 
 exchange projects 
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Zur Lektüre empfohlen
Ausgewählte Publikationen

Die baltischen Staaten, «Auch wir sind Europa»,  
Schweizer Monatshefte für Politik, Wirtschaft und Kultur. 
81. Jg., Heft 2, Februar 2001

Meyer, Helmut: Eine Reise durch die baltischen  
Staaten und die Schweiz, Bern: hep verlag ag 2003; 
ISBN 3-7225-0034-6

Roduner, Markus/Schweizer, Max (Hrsg.): Vom Bodensee 
zum Lac Léman. Texte litauischer Schriftsteller über die 
Schweiz, Zürich: Werd 2001, ISBN 3-85932-366-0

Schweizer, Max (Hrsg.): 
• Zwischen Vilnius und Bern. Schweizerisch-Litauisches  
 Lesebuch, Zürich: Werd 2002, ISBN 3-85932-429-2
•  Zwischen Tallinn und Zürich. Schweizerisch-Estnisches  
 Lesebuch, Zürich: Werd 2002, ISBN 3-85932-427-6
•  Zwischen Riga und Lugano. Schweizerisch-Lettisches  
 Lesebuch, Zürich: Werd 2002, ISBN 3-85932-410-1
•  Estland, Lettland, Litauen. Schweizerisch-Baltisches  
 Lesebuch, Zürich: Werd 2001, ISBN 3-85932-370-9

Als Kurzinformation
Ausgewählte Broschüren

• Jahresberichte Swiss Baltic Net
• Infoflyer Swiss Baltic Net
• Förderung Alumni Netzwerk
• Elektronische Newsletter des Swiss Baltic Net

Die Broschüren können bei der GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG 
kostenlos bestellt werden. 
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“If you would like to 
study in a country 

that is famous for its 
excellent educational 

system, the first 
choice is Switzerland.”

ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA
 > >  GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG

GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG was founded in 1997. It has 
an annual budget of about ten million Swiss francs to  
support interdisciplinary and transfer-oriented projects  
conducted by outstanding junior researchers, for the most  
part at Swiss universities. Grants are awarded to projects  
that are still at an early stage of development and in  
need of start-up financing. The foundation sees itself as a 
link between basic research and product-oriented research 
with the goal of bridging the funding gap between the 
two.

Option Eastern Europe
Beside Switzerland, a second regional area of activity is 
Eastern Europe. An amendment to the purpose of the 
Swiss-oriented foundation reads: “The foundation may 
support similar activities in the countries of Eastern and 
Central Europe, provided that the level of development 
of such activities is not comparable with that in Western  
Europe.“ However, expenditures on commitments of this 
nature may not exceed 15 percent of annual disburse-
ments in grants.

Focus on the Baltic
From 2000 to 2008, GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG funded the  
Swiss Baltic Net programme. There are good reasons for  
focusing on the Baltic States of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. 
Already during the first period of independence between 
the two world wars, these three countries maintained  
excellent relations with Switzerland in the fields of science 
and journalism.

When the foundation began to develop the Swiss Baltic  
Net, it was able to revive the tradition of Swiss-Baltic co- 
operation. This is based on Switzerland’s affinity for the  
three small, neutral states lacking in raw materials and  
surrounded by economic and political heavyweights 
and their significance as links between Europe and Russia. 

Start-up funding for excellent, 
innovative scientific projects

GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG awards about 10 million Swiss francs every year in the form of 
start-up financing for interdisciplinary and transfer-oriented research projects. Grants 
are given primarily to outstanding young researchers in Switzerland; Eastern Europe is 
a second regional area of activity.

GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG – SWISS BALTIC NET
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“I collected valuable experiences in a new field of chemistry.
I now find this very useful for my dissertation in Estonia.”

Stimuli for sustainable 
networks

GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG – SWISS BALTIC NET
ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA 

 > >  EDITORIAL

through its grant of one billion Swiss francs for economic 
and social cohesion measures for the members that  
joined the EU in May 2004. It is GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG 
policy to support new themes with start-up funding 
during the initial phase. The Swiss Baltic Net has thus 
fulfilled its remit. Even after the programme comes 
to an end, assistance will still be provided to help mid- 
level academics in the Baltic States launch their careers 
and to support scientific networks. In roughly nine years 
since its inception, the Swiss Baltic Net has built up a 
densely meshed Swiss Baltic network, which will pro-
vide a solid foundation going forward.

Auf bald, à bientôt, see you soon, kohtumiseni (Estonian), 
iki greito pasimatymo (Lithuanian), visu labu (Latvian)!

Dr. Franziska Breuning Dr. Philipp Egger
Programme Manager Director
Swiss Baltic Net  GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG

The idea for Swiss Baltic Net first arose after the found- 
ing of GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG in 1998. It was launched 
two years later as a programme with its own vision and  
organization with the aim of establishing scientific links 
between Switzerland and the Baltic States. The main  
objective was to encourage the academic development  
of mid-level faculty at Baltic universities.

The Swiss Baltic Net is a success story precisely because 
of its emphasis on grants for individuals. Countless Baltic  
students, assistants, postgraduates and professors have 
received support on a smaller or larger scale. The foun- 
dation also selectively made grants to numerous junior 
scientists and to joint projects between Swiss and Baltic 
universities. The Swiss Baltic Net is to be discontinued at 
the end of 2008 – not of necessity, but for the following 
reasons: In particular since their accession to the Euro-
pean Union on 1 May 2004, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania 
have witnessed rapid development. The Baltic universi-
ties now receive European research grants, to which in 
the meantime the Swiss Confederation also contributes  
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“In Switzerland I not only gained 
scientific know-how, but also  
learned to see things from a  
different angle. I have brought  
all this back home with me in  
my head and heart.”

ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA
 > >  A NETWORK OF INDIVIDUALS

Helpers, friends, 
door-openers, lobbyists
The Swiss Baltic Net had a concept, a structure, an organization 
and an adequate budget. Despite these factors, the programme’s 
success would not have been possible without the involvement 
of countless people with interest, commitment and enthusiasm  
for the cause. Unfortunately, for reasons of space, the following list 
cannot include the names of all of the networkers.

Baltic Advisory Board 
of GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG
Prof. Dr. Peter Forstmoser, 
Deputy Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees
Prof. Dr. Verena Meyer,
former Member of the Board of 
Trustees
Prof. Dr. Carl August Zehnder,
Member of the Board of Trustees
Hans Graf,
Secretary of the Swiss Parliamentary 
Association Pro Baltikum; Honorary 
Consul for Estonia
Dr. Andreas Oplatka,
former Eastern European correspon-
dent of the Neue Zürcher Zeitung
Axel Scherrer,
President of the Swiss Baltic Aid 
Committee
Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Jürgen von Ungern-
Sternberg,
University of Basel, long-time Baltic 
supporter

Individuals
Dr. Christoph Bernoulli, private supporter 
of Eastern Europe
Bruno Kaspar, Swiss Baltic Chamber of 
Commerce, former Honorary Consul for 
Switzerland in Vilnius/Lithuania
Prof. Dr. Hans Sigg-Forycki, OeKoWi  
programme, Winterthur
Jürg Würtenberg, Swiss Baltic Chamber 
of Commerce in Tallinn/Estonia

 Swiss Baltic Net 
Programme Management 
Dr. Max Schweizer, 2000 to 2002
Dr. Franziska Breuning, 2002 to 2008

Contacts in the Baltic
Anu Johannes, Tallinn University of 
Technology, Estonia
Evita Serjogina, Riga Technical University, 
Latvia
Renata Kraujeliene, Educational Informa-
tion Center, Vilnius University, Lithuania

Representatives at Swiss universities
† Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Ernst-Bernd Blümle,
University of Fribourg
Anders Hagström, ETH Zurich
Dr. Daniel Henseler, University of  
Fribourg
Prof. Dr. Christine Hirszowicz, University 
of Zurich
Prof. Dr. Georg Kreis, University of Basel, 
Europainstitut
Dimitrios Noukakis, EPF Lausanne
Prof. Norbert Thom, University of Bern
Tadas Zukas, University of Lucerne

… and many more
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«Ich sammelte wertvolle Erfahrungen in 
einem neuen Gebiet der Chemie. Das hilft 
mir nun bei der Arbeit an meiner Disser-

taion in Estland. Der Aufenthalt in der 
Schweiz hat sich für mich rundum ge-

lohnt. Ich war mit der Vorstellung  
gekommen, hier ein Land voller Berge 

und Schnee anzutreffen. Doch wir muss-
ten dafür bis aufs Lauberhorn fahren. 

Hier konnte ich dann auf der berühmten 
Abfahrtspiste meine ersten Erfahrungen 

im alpinenn Skilaufen machen.»

“The possibility of stu-

dying at the ETH Zurich, 

one of the world’s lea-

ding institutions in me-

chatronics, was a good 

start for my academic 

career.” 

ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA
 > >  A NETWORK OF ORGANIZATIONS

Private and public 
partners

… in Switzerland

Pro Baltikum, Swiss Parliamentary Association, Stäfa/Switzerland
Swiss Baltic Aid Committee, Münchenstein/Switzerland
Swiss Latvian Society, Berne/Switzerland
Swiss Baltic Association for Educational Cooperation, Zurich/Switzerland
“Lithuania”, Association of Academic Youth, Switzerland
Estonian Society in Switzerland, Zurich/Switzerland
Swiss Embassy in Helsinki/Finland (responsible for Finland and Estonia)
Swiss Embassy in Riga/Latvia (responsible for Latvia and Lithuania)
Consulate-General of Switzerland in Vilnius/Lithuania
Swiss Consulate in Tallinn/Estonia

… in the Baltic

Swiss Baltic Chamber of Commerce in Tallinn/Estonia
Swiss Baltic Chamber of Commerce in Riga/Latvia
Swiss Baltic Chamber of Commerce in Vilnius/Lithuania
Embassy of the Republic of Estonia in Vienna/Austria (responsible for Switzerland)
Embassy of the Republic of Latvia in Vienna/Austria (responsible for Switzerland)
Honorary Consulate of the Republic of Estonia in Stäfa/Switzerland
Honorary Consulate of the Republic of Latvia in Zurich/Switzerland
Embassy of the Republic of Lithuania in Berne/Switzerland

From the beginning, the Swiss Baltic Net could count on 
coaching and scientific support from government institutions 
and private organizations. This close cooperation developed 
into a public-private partnership that proved very effective 
for the programme and beneficial for all involved.
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“The opportunity that the scholarship offered  
me is inestimable. The advantage of this study 
is the close relationship between theory and 
practice. It prepares you well for the labour  
market.”

ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA
 > >  HEINRICH GEBERT

Heinrich Gebert honoured in Riga
21 June 2005 

dpa/ As part of the state visit to Latvia of Samuel 
Schmid, President of the Swiss Confederation, the  
Swiss entrepreneur and philanthropist Heinrich  
Gebert was honoured for this work by Riga 
Technical University. The Certificate of Honour of  
the University – founded in 1862 on the model 
of the ETH Zurich – was given in recognition of  
Heinrich Gebert‘s commitment to science. The  
award relates in particular to the Swiss Baltic Net 
support programme of GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG 
and its encouragement of young scientists through 
the Swiss Baltic exchange arrangement.
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ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA
 > >  NETWORK

Nodes in the network

Universities 
University of Basel, ETH Zurich, University of Zurich, 
University of Bern, Berne University of Applied Sciences, 
University of Lucerne, University of Fribourg,  EPF Lausanne, 
Swiss Institute of Comparative Law in Lausanne, Tallinn  
University of Technology, Tallinn University, University  
of Tartu, Riga Technical University, University of Latvia 
in Riga, Liepaja Pedagogical Academy, Daugavpils 
University, Siauliai University, Klaipeda University, Kaunas 
University of Technology, ISM University of Management 
and Economics in Kaunas, Vilnius Gediminas Technical  
University, Vilnius University, Mykolas Romeris University 
Vilnius

Swiss Reading Rooms and Corners

National Library of Estonia in Tallinn, Department of 
German Studies at the University of Tartu, German 
Cultural Institute Tartu, Central Library Narva, Central 
Library Pärnu, D-A-CH-Center at Liepaja Pedagogical 
Academy, Latvian Academic Library in Riga, Faculty of 
history at the University of Latvia in Riga, “Swiss Office 
Daugavpils” in Daugavpils, Central Library Rezekne, 
Galvena Library Talsi, Balto-Scandinavian Academy  
Panevezys, Public Library Rokiskis, Faculty of Humanities 
at Siauliai University, Adomas Mickevicius Library Vilnius, 
Public Library Alytus, Public Library Kaunas, Public  
Library Klaipeda, Central Library Nida
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“I made good friends  

in Switzerland – both  

in my academic life  

and outside it. Thanks 

to Swiss Baltic Net  

these may develop  

into long-term  

cooperations.” 

ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA
 > >  OVERVIEW

After some preparation, GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG launched 
the Swiss Baltic Net support programme in 2000 with  
two aims: to intensify scientific contacts between Switzer- 
land and the Baltic States and to encourage junior scientists 
in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. In doing so, the foundation  
attached great importance to the programme’s sustain- 
able impact. This is in keeping with its policy of providing 
start-up financing for projects for a fixed period of time.

The Swiss Baltic Net support programme covered 
four fields:

1. GRANT PROGRAMME, see p. 20

Science visits and research grants for postgraduates and 
grants to attend conferences

2. PROJECTS, see p. 22

University collaborations and exchange of experts

3. AWARDS, see p. 26

“Swiss Baltic Net Prize” for public figures that rendered 
outstanding services to improving Baltic-Swiss relations; 
“Swiss Baltic Net Graduate Awards” for outstanding 
degrees and publications at Baltic universities

4. SWISS READING ROOMS, see p. 28

Financial support for the purchase of specialized literature 
on the topic of Switzerland; scientific and network events; 
Swiss Window

Career start
The most important field was the scholarship pro-
gramme. It focused particularly on grants for mid-level  
faculty. On the one hand research visits offered young 
scientists the possibility of establishing valuable con-
tacts in Switzerland and gaining access to outstanding 

Swiss Baltic Net 
A sustainable support programme

From 2000 to 2008 the Swiss Baltic Net promoted contacts  
between scientists in Switzerland and the Baltic and helped  
numerous young Baltic researchers and graduates to start  
their career.
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“I want to pass on my  

knowledge when I am back 

in Latvia. At university  

I will study more about the 

topic of consumer  

protection and write a  

manual. As a lawyer I will 

then join a law firm in Riga. 

I have lots of plans that I can 

now realize thanks to the 

Swiss Baltic Net.”

ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA
 > >  OVERVIEW

Swiss research. On the other, outstanding graduates 
could have the opportunity of further education at Swiss 
universities.

However, the scholarship programme was in no way  
intended as a means of attracting the best talent in the 
Baltic States to Switzerland. A brain drain from the Baltic 
to Switzerland was not the aim. Rather, the point of the 
programme was to give young scientists a start to their 
careers in their home countries. For this reason, study 
and research scholarships were granted only for a few 
months at most – with the exception of postgraduate 
scholarships at the two Europainstituts in Basel and  
Zurich.

Eight million in nine years
The following figures show the size and reach of the 
Swiss Baltic Net. Between 2000 and 2008 GEBERT RÜF 
STIFTUNG provided almost eight million Swiss francs in 
funding for Swiss Baltic Net, of which six million Swiss 
francs were allocated to the scholarship programme and 
project funding alone.

• Research stays in Switzerland were financed for 170  
 people.
• 180 short-term and travel grants were approved.
• 28 one- and two-year scholarships were awarded for 
  the postgraduate study programme “Master of Advanced 
  Studies in European Integration”.
• More than 90 experts from Switzerland delivered guest  
 lectures in the Baltic States.
• 40 Baltic experts visited Swiss universities.
• Some 250 other people participated in scientific ex- 
  change projects.

Sustainable impact
The success of the Swiss Baltic Net cannot be expressed 
in figures alone. The support programme made a major 
contribution to establishing and expanding a contact net-
work between the universities in the Baltic and Switzer-
land and between scientists in the four countries. In this 
way, it made a contribution to supporting the academic 
world in the Baltic and intensified Switzerland’s relations 
with the Baltic States.
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ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA 

 > >  GRANTS

Junior Research Fellowships
Young Baltic postgraduates students could apply for a  
junior research fellowship at a Swiss university, usually 
for a period of one to three months. The cooperation 
partners were the ETH Zurich and the EPF Lausanne, the  
humanities and social science faculty and the Department 
of Informatics at the University of Fribourg, the Swiss 
Banking Institute at the University of Zurich, the Swiss  
Institute of Comparative Law in Lausanne and the Berne 
University of Applied Sciences. In addition, grants were 
also awarded for short stays at other universities. From 
2005, junior Swiss scientists also had the possibility of 
doing research at a Baltic university for a period of one 
to three months.

Postgraduate studies
The Swiss Baltic Net also granted selected Baltic univer-
sity graduates scholarships for one-year postgraduate 
studies for a “Master of Advanced Studies in European 
Integration” at the Europainstitut at the University of  
Basel. The scholarship primarily financed living costs. For 
the most part, the Europainstitut covered the fees for the 
study programme. 

The Swiss Baltic Net assisted junior scientists in the Baltic States with 
scholarships – some took the form of a travel grants for participation 
at academic conferences, other were for junior research fellowships  
or for participation in postgraduate study programmes.

Career start for young scientists

The Swiss Baltic Net provided grants for travel to academic  
conferences, for short-term scholarships lasting several months, 
and for research or study programmes. The support  programme 
promoted outstanding young scientists. In this way, young 
researchers gained access to Swiss educational and research 
institutions. This gave them valuable stimuli and new  
perspectives for their future career. Great importance was  
attached to the fact that the researchers return to their 
country of origin and apply their acquired knowledge there. 
To ensure this, the Swiss Baltic Net distinguished between 
two types of scholarship: short-term research grants and 
somewhat longer scholarships for postgraduate studies.
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“My studies at the Europa- 

institut were very helpful  

for my work at the foreign  

service. Since August 2007  

I have been working as a  

diplomat at the Estonian  

Ministry of Foreign Affairs  

and I really like it.”

ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA
 > >  PROJECT SUPPORT

The Swiss Baltic Net promoted  cooperation between Baltic and  
Swiss universities through projects that range from research  
collaborations to business competition. In the meantime, various  
projects have become well established and will continue even  
after the discontinuation of the start-up funding.

Creating networks

The aim of the Swiss Baltic Net‘s project support was to establish lasting 
contacts and networks between the universities in the partner countries 
and to promote the exchange of knowledge between Baltic and Swiss uni-
versities. In this connection, the Swiss Baltic Net supports collaborations 
in the field of teaching and research – even beyond the end of the pro- 
gramme in 2008.

Collaborations and exchanges of experts
For example, the Swiss Baltic Net is financing a collaboration between the 
ETH Zurich and the Vilnius Gediminas Technical University in the field of 
geodesics (see profile, p. 24) and since 2006 has been contributing to the 
costs of a literary criticism research project lasting several years between 
the Universities of Bern and Tartu in Estonia. Both projects will continue 
beyond 2008.

Furthermore, the Swiss Baltic Net contributed to the costs of an exchange 
of Swiss and Lithuanian legal experts as part of a cooperation between the 
University of Lucerne and the Mykolas Romeris University in Vilnius.

Strengthening mid-level faculty
As a contribution to promoting the academic careers of mid-level faculty 
in the Baltic States the Swiss Baltic Net supported the Latvian mid-level 
faculty organization in its founding phase and financed several initiatives 
of its Lithuanian counterpart. Moreover, the Swiss Baltic Net participated 
in a pan-Baltic networking project of the Estonian Academy of Young  
Scientists.
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“Clear, creative and unbureaucratic. The Swiss Baltic Net has made a major contribution 

to Switzerland‘s positive image in the Baltic States.”

ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA
 > >  PROJECT SUPPORT

Zurich – Vilnius: Cooperation in geodesics

Since July 2006, the Swiss Baltic Net has been supporting a joint project 
involving the Vilnius Gediminas Technical University (VGTU) in Lithuania 
and the ETH Zurich in the field of geodesics – the science and technique 
of measuring the size and shape of the earth. The cooperation started 
in autumn 2006 with a meeting between six young Lithuanian scientists 
and their colleagues at the ETH Zurich during the “First Lithuanian Swiss 
Science Week” in Zurich. A follow-up meeting took place a short time 
later in Vilnius.

Including Latvia and Estonia
The cooperation involved the exchange of doctoral candidates and  
more junior students and the collaboration between the universities 
on geodesic measurements. “The cooperation is very fruitful for both  
sides”, Professor Hilmar Ingensand of the Institute of Geodesy and 
Photogrammetry of the ETH Zurich noted. At the beginning of 2007,  
the cooperation was extended with the intention of including univer-
sities from Latvia and Estonia.

Entrepreneurship: From the idea to a company

In 2005, the Swiss Baltic Net launched its pilot project model, “New 
Entrepreneurs in Technology and Science” in Estonia (NETS Estonia). A 
similar programme in Switzerland, “New Entrepreneurs in Technology 
and Science” (NETS), launched by GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG in 1999,  
proved successful. Young scientists with innovative entrepreneurial ideas 
were taught the necessary skills to start their own companies. Six years 
later, NETS, which in the meantime had been established as a successful 
state support programme called “venture lab”, was adapted to Baltic 
circumstances and exported.

Start-up aid supplied – Estonian state steps in
The Swiss Baltic Net provided all the funding for NETS Estonia until 
2007. Then it was integrated into the “Brainhunt” programme, which 
is financed by the Estonian state. Brainhunt is a competition for young 
scientists with innovative business ideas. The aim is to further develop 
the best ideas and use them to start successful companies.
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“The Swiss Baltic Net has woven a network 
between the Baltic States and Switzerland  
that will without a doubt positively influence 
cooperation in the future.”

ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA
 > >  AWARDS

Swiss Baltic Net Graduate Award

Prizes of 500 Swiss francs each were awarded annually to outstanding 
graduates at each of 15 major universities in the Baltic States. Crite-
ria for the award include, for example, the best academic publication  
of the year, the best Master’s degree or a special international com-
mitment.

The very first prize was awarded in 2001 to Ilja Galkin, a Latvian, for 
his doctoral thesis in electrical engineering. Now 35 years old, he is 
associate professor and head of research at Riga Technical University. 
In 2007, he was named “Young Scientist of the Year”.

Swiss Baltic Net Prize

Each year, GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG, in cooperation with the University of  
Fribourg, awards a prize to one person who has made a particular 
contribution to Swiss Baltic relations.

One of the prizewinners is the now retired Professor of Ancient History 
at the University of Basel, Jürgen von Ungern-Sternberg. In 2005, the 
68-year-old with German-Baltic roots received the award for his work  
in promoting the science of history in Latvia and Estonia and for his 
mentoring of Baltic junior scientists at the University of Basel. In the 
same year, he received an honorary doctorate from the University of 
Tartu in Estonia for his commitment.

Prize winners
2001  Dr. Andreas Oplatka, former Eastern European correspondent 
 of the Neue Zürcher Zeitung
2002  Prof. Dr. Vincas Laurutis, former principal of the University  
 of Siauliai
2003  Axel C. Scherrer, Swiss Baltic Aid Committee
2004  Bruno Kaspar, Swiss Baltic Chamber of Commerce, former   
 honorary consul for Switzerland in Vilnius/Lithuania
2005  Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Jürgen von Ungern-Sternberg, University  
 of Basel
2006  † Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Ernst-Bernd Blümle, University of Fribourg
2007  Sarmite Elerte, co-founder/editor-in-chief of DIENA, a daily   
 newspaper, Latvia
2008  Dr. Aina Budvytyte-Gudiene, University of Siauliai, Lithuania

Outstanding graduates 
and committed public figures

As part of the Swiss Baltic Net support programme, GEBERT 
RÜF STIFTUNG has awarded two prizes annually since 
2001: the Swiss Baltic Net Graduate Award to outstan-
ding Baltic university graduates and the Swiss Baltic Net 
Prize to a public figure who has rendered outstanding 
services in the field of Swiss Baltic relations.
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“The five-year partnership between the Lithuanian  
ISM University and the Swiss Baltic Net is an out- 
standing example of a high-quality transfer of know-
ledge and experience.”

ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA 2000–2008 
 > >  SWISS READING ROOMS 

Nodes in the network

The Swiss Reading Rooms grew into significant nodal 
points in the Baltic Swiss exchange. They are places for 
making contact at the scientific, political, economic and 
cultural levels.

GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG supported the establishment of  
the Swiss Reading Rooms and the smaller Swiss Reading 
Corners with contributions for the infrastructure, spe- 
cialist literature, news magazines and scientific events.  
The Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia and the respective  
embassies also make a substantial contribution in the 
form of books and professional journals and assistance 
with cultural events. The foundation will continue to 
support the Reading Rooms until at least 2010.

Swiss Reading Room in the 
National Library of Estonia

The Swiss Reading Room in the National Library of Estonia in  
Tallinn is an information hub for everybody interested in Switzer-
land. Visitors will find current Swiss newspapers and magazines, 
specialist literature on Swiss politics, economics and society and 
Swiss literary works. Thus, the Reading Room is also a meeting 
place and information centre for Estonian academics, journalists 
and politicians. 

In addition, under the management of Irja Paurmann and Leili 
Naan, the Swiss Reading Room has also proved its worth as a 
venue for events and as a conference centre. Readings by Swiss 
authors, scientific lectures and further education seminars took 
place regularly. More than once it hosted high-ranking visitors: 
federal councillors Moritz Leuenberger and Joseph Deiss as well 
as a Swiss parliamentary delegation stopped by at the Swiss  
Reading Room in Tallinn during their visits to Estonia.
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“As a centre of research and knowledge with a mature industry and well-developed services, 
Switzerland remains extremely interesting for us. I hope that Latvia and Switzerland will  
continue to cultivate lively institutional and personal relations – not only in research, but also 
in other fields.”

ESTONIA LATVIA LITHUANIA 2000–2008 
 > >  SWISS READING ROOMS

The 19 Reading Corners and Reading Rooms

With the help of the Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia and the Swiss 
embassies in Helsinki and Riga, the Swiss Baltic Net established  
a total of 19 Reading Rooms stocked with newspapers, literature 
and specialist knowledge about Switzerland. In addition, as event 
venues, the Reading Rooms have also stimulated scientific contacts. 
GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG will continue to fund some of the Reading  
Rooms even after the programme is discontinued.

Estonia
•  National Library of Estonia, Tallinn
•  University of Tartu, Department of German Studies
•  German Cultural Institute, Tartu
•  Central Library, Narva
•  Central Library, Pärnu

Latvia
• Liepaja Pedagogical Academy, D-A-CH Center
•  Latvian Academic Library, Riga
•  University of Latvia, Riga
•  “Swiss Office Daugavpils”, Daugavpils
•  Central Library, Rezekne
•  Galvena Library, Talsi

 

Lithuania
• Balto-Scandinavian Academy, Panevezys
•  Public Library, Rokiskis
•  Siauliai University, Faculty of Humanities
•  Adomas Mickevicius Library, Vilnius
•  Public Library, Alytus
•  Public Library, Kaunas
•  Public Library, Klaipeda
•  Central Library, Nida
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 > >  SWISS BALTIC NET  ALUMNI

Swiss scientific ambassadors

Feedback from recipients of scholarships and grants

My studies at the Europainstitut were very helpful for my work at the  
foreign service. Since August 2007 I have been working as a diplomat at 
the Estonian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and I really like it.
Helen Ennok, diplomat, Estonia

The opportunity that the scholarship offered me is inestimable. The advan-
tage of this study is the close relationship between theory and practice. It 
prepares you well for the labour market.
Ausra Liepinyte, political scientist, Latvia

I collected valuable experience in a new field of chemistry. I now find this 
very useful for my dissertation in Estonia.
Eerold Vellemäe, chemist, Estonia

The knowledge that I was able to pick up in Switzerland will help me a lot 
back home. After completing my dissertation I am going to go into industry. 
The many contacts I have made through the network will help me in this. 
Romanas Puisa, mechanical engineer, Lithuania

I want to pass on my knowledge when I am back in Latvia. At university  
I will study more about the topic of consumer protection and write a  
manual. As a lawyer I will then join a law firm in Riga. I have lots of plans 
that I can now realize thanks to the Swiss Baltic Net.
Andra Rektina, lawyer, Latvia

If you would like to study in a country that is famous for its excellent edu-
cational system, the first choice is Switzerland.
Andrius Juskys, lawyer, Lithuania

The possibility of studying at the ETH Zurich, one of the world’s leading 
institutions in mechatronics, was a good start for my academic career.
Dr. Raivo Sell, electrical engineer, Estonia

I made good friends in Switzerland – both in my academic life and outside 
it. Thanks to Swiss Baltic Net these may develop into long-term coopera-
tions.
Dace Balode, theologian, Latvia

In Switzerland I not only gained scientific know-how, but also learned to 
see things from a different angle. I have brought all this back home with me 
in my head and in my heart.
Dr. Roma Siugzdaite, medical student, Lithuania

 

Since 2005, alumni have been meeting regularly in Tallinn, Riga and Vilnius.  
These meetings are an opportunity not only for grantees to pass on their  
know-how, but also to foster academic exchange between Baltic and Swiss  
universities. Moreover, the alumni events are also suitable occasions on which 
to initiate new joint projects and ventures between Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania  
and Switzerland.

Networking 
The alumni are part of a broad scientific network of junior researchers and project 
partners from universities, embassies and associations and other concerned 
individuals and institutions. GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG will continue to support 
alumni events.
 

The former grantees fulfil an important function in the Swiss Baltic 
Net network. After returning to their home countries, they give 
interested students valuable information about study and research 
programmes in Switzerland and share the experience gained in 
their stay in Switzerland with others.
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Recommended reading
Selected publications

Die baltischen Staaten, «Auch wir sind Europa»,  
Schweizer Monatshefte für Politik, Wirtschaft und Kultur. 
81. Jg., Heft 2, Februar 2001

Meyer, Helmut: Eine Reise durch die baltischen  
Staaten und die Schweiz, Bern: hep verlag ag 2003; 
ISBN 3-7225-0034-6

Roduner, Markus/Schweizer, Max (Hrsg.): Vom Bodensee 
zum Lac Léman. Texte litauischer Schriftsteller über die 
Schweiz, Zürich: Werd 2001, ISBN 3-85932-366-0

Schweizer, Max (Hrsg.): 
• Zwischen Vilnius und Bern. Schweizerisch-Litauisches  
 Lesebuch, Zürich: Werd 2002, ISBN 3-85932-429-2
•  Zwischen Tallinn und Zürich. Schweizerisch-Estnisches  
 Lesebuch, Zürich: Werd 2002, ISBN 3-85932-427-6
•  Zwischen Riga und Lugano. Schweizerisch-Lettisches  
 Lesebuch, Zürich: Werd 2002, ISBN 3-85932-410-1
•  Estland, Lettland, Litauen. Schweizerisch-Baltisches  
 Lesebuch, Zürich: Werd 2001, ISBN 3-85932-370-9

Information in brief
Selected brochures

• Swiss Baltic Net Annual Report
• Swiss Baltic Net Information Flyer
• Promotion of the Alumni Network
• Online newsletters issued by Swiss Baltic Net

All brochures may be ordered free from 
GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG
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GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG
Bäumleingasse 22/4
CH-4051 Basel
Phone +41 61 270 88 22
Facsimile +41 61 270 88 23
info@grstiftung.ch

A member of SwissFoundations

GEBERT RÜF STIFTUNG follows 
the recommendations of the 
Swiss Foundation Code.

www.grstiftung.ch
www.swissbaltic.net
www.swissfoundations.ch

Swiss Baltic Net 2000 –2008 

Mission
Encouragement of young 
scientists through the Swiss 
Baltic exchange

Expenditure
Eight million Swiss francs

Grants and scholarships
• 180 science visits  
• 170 junior research fellowships  
• 28 academic scholarships

Academic exchange
• 90 experts from Switzerland 
 to the Baltic Area
• 40 experts from the Baltic 
 to Switzerland
•  250 participants in scientific 
 exchange projects 

english


